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a b s t r a c t
It is generally accepted that transport through the nuclear pore complex (NPC) involves an abundance
of phenylalanine–glycine rich protein domains (FG-domains) that serve as docking sites for soluble
nuclear transport receptors (NTRs) and their cargo complexes. But the precise mechanism of translocation
through the NPC allowing for high speed and selectivity is still vividly debated. To ultimately decipher
the underlying gating mechanism it is indispensable to shed more light on the molecular arrangement
of FG-domains and the distribution of NTR-binding sites within the central channel of the NPC. In this
review we revisit current transport models, summarize recent results regarding translocation through
the NPC obtained by super-resolution microscopy and ﬁnally discuss the status and potential of optical
methods in the analysis of the NPC.
© 2011 Elsevier GmbH. All rights reserved.

Introduction
The nuclear pore complex (NPC) is a large cellular structure
spanning the nuclear envelope (NE). One of its major functions
is mediating the transport of matter, energy and information
between the cell nucleus and cytoplasm. In particular, the NPC
selectively exports fully processed messenger ribonucleoprotein
particles from the nucleus while retaining biosynthetic precursors. The NPC also selectively imports proteins into the nucleus
that are necessary for the maintenance, replication, and transcription of the genetic material (for review see Peters, 2006; Wente
and Rout, 2010). In addition, the NPC is involved in chromatin
organization, gene activation and cell cycle regulation (for review
see Strambio-De-Castillia et al., 2010; Wozniak et al., 2010). Thus,
most basic functions of the cell, as well as many pathological conditions, are somehow related to the activity of the NPC. For this
reason, the NPC has become a major object of biological, biochemical, and biophysical investigations. But though intensively studied,
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several questions regarding developmental and functional aspects
of the NPC are poorly understood. How are single NPCs assembled de novo during interphase and integrated into the NE without
loss of the permeability barrier? And vice versa, how are NPCs
disassembled during mitosis? What is the role of the NPC in the
regulation of gene expression and the internal architectural organization of the nucleus? And most intriguingly, what is the transport
mechanism allowing for high speed and selectivity of cargo transport across the NE without direct involvement of motor proteins
or enzymatic activity? In this article, we revisit the key features
of nucleo-cytoplasmic transport and discuss current translocation
models. We highlight recent progress in the analysis of structural
and functional aspects of the NPC by super-resolution microscopy
and ﬁnally discuss the status, prospect and implication of optical
methods in the analysis of the NPC.
Structure of the NPC
The structure of single NPCs has been intensively studied using
(cryo-) electron microscopy culminating in three dimensional (3D)
models with 6–10 nm resolution (Beck et al., 2004, 2007; Stofﬂer
et al., 1999). In addition, individual constituents have been crystallized and their structures solved at atomic resolution (Brohawn
et al., 2009). According to these studies, the vertebrate NPC consists of an approximately cylindrical central scaffold measuring
∼125 nm in diameter and ∼70 nm in height containing a large channel of ∼50 nm in diameter (Fig. 1). This central scaffold is composed
of three connected rings, the cytoplasmic ring, the spoke ring and
the nuclear ring, exhibiting on a gross level eightfold symmetry
with regard to the central axis of the NPC, and twofold symmetry with regard to the plane of the NE. Eight ﬁlaments of ∼50 nm
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Fig. 1. Nuclear pore complex (NPC) architecture. The NPC essentially consists of a
central scaffold (∼125 nm in diameter and ∼70 nm in height) spanning the nuclear
envelope. Eight ﬁlaments are attached to the cytoplasmic face and extend into the
cytoplasm. The nuclear face is also decorated with eight ﬁlaments which conjoin
at their end to form a basket like structure. The localization of some nuclear pore
proteins (Nups) is indicated together with the number of phenylalanine–glycine
rich domains (FGs).
Adapted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Nature Reviews Molecular
Cell Biology, copyright 2003 (Fahrenkrog and Aebi, 2003).

length are attached to the cytoplasmic ring. The nuclear ring is
also decorated with eight ﬁlaments which distally conjoin to form
a basket-like structure on the nuclear face. NPCs are composed
of about 30 different proteins, known as nucleoporins or Nups
(Cronshaw et al., 2002; Rout et al., 2000), that occur in multiples of
8, adding up to several hundreds of proteins per NPC. Nups contain
only a few different folds and therefore the apparent complexity
is reduced by a relatively simple modular architecture (Alber et al.,
2007; Devos et al., 2006). Nups form three layers around the central
axis of the NPC from which the most peripheral “membrane layer”
contains cadherin folds and transmembrane helices anchoring the
NPC within the NE. An intermediate “scaffold layer” is mainly composed of Nups with ␣-solenoids and ␤-propellers and ﬁnally, the
most inner layer, composed of about one third of Nups, contains
domains with multiple repeats of phenylalanine and glycine. Proteins of this inner layer are therefore termed FG-Nups. Interestingly,
Nups seem to exhibit a certain level of redundancy and functional
overlap in the NPC, as many Nups have been shown to be nonessential in yeast (Doye and Hurt, 1995).

passive diffusion of molecules larger then ∼5 nm (Keminer and
Peters, 1999). However, this high selectivity still comes along with
high speed and parallelization of transport, as single NPCs can perform multiple translocation events per second, shuttling a mass of
∼100 MDa or up to 1500 molecules per second and NPC (Ribbeck
and Gorlich, 2001; Siebrasse and Peters, 2002). Speciﬁc and facilitated transport depends on cargo recognition by soluble NTRs that
in turn interact with the NPC to carry their cargo across the NE
(for review see Peters, 2006; Wente and Rout, 2010). The largest
group of these NTRs is the highly conserved family of proteins
known as karyopherins (Kaps). There are at least 20 members of
the Kap-family (importins, exportins and transportins) in vertebrates (Pemberton and Paschal, 2005). Molecules carrying short
signaling peptides, either a nuclear localization signal (NLS) or
a nuclear export signal (NES), bind to their cognate Kap mostly
directly. However, in some cases an accessory adapter protein is
required. In addition to their cargo-binding domain, Kaps bear NPCbinding domains which directly interact with FG domains at the
NPC (Bayliss et al., 2000; Chi and Adam, 1997). Cargo–receptor complexes are then transported through the NPC and released into the
nucleus in import cycles or into the cytoplasm in export cycles.
The docking and translocation of Kap–cargo complexes is not
directly energy dependent but directionality is driven by a gradient
of the small GTPase Ran that exists in two different conﬁgurations, either bound to nucleotide guanine triphosphate (RanGTP)
or guanine diphosphate (RanGDP) (Izaurralde et al., 1997). This
gradient is established by a set of proteins, distinctly localized in
the cytoplasm and nucleoplasm. The Ran guanidine exchange factor (RanGEF, RCC1 in vertebrates) which promotes the exchange
of guanine nucleotides, is bound to chromatin and therefore is
exclusively found in the nucleus where it generates a high nuclear
concentration of RanGTP (Bischoff and Ponstingl, 1991). RanGTPase activating protein (RanGAP) localizes to the cytoplasm or
attaches to the nuclear face of the NPC and catalyzes rapid conversion of cytoplasmic RanGTP to its GDP-bound form (Mahajan
et al., 1997). This unequal distribution of RanGTP is the basis for
directionality of transport through the NPC. For import, Kaps recognize their cognate cargo in the cytoplasm where the RanGTP
concentration is low. Once the complex has moved through the
NPC, release and complex dissociation are stimulated by high
nuclear levels of RanGTP. In return, exporting Kaps can bind to
their cargo only in the presence of RanGTP in the nucleus and on
translocation and arrival at the cytoplasmic side of the NPC, the
export complex is dissociated by hydrolysis of RanGTP (Lee et al.,
2005).

Translocation through the NPC

Transport models

Fluorescence microscopy has played a major role in studying
functional aspects of the NPC. In combination with selectively permeabilized mammalian cells (Ribbeck et al., 1998; Ribbeck and
Gorlich, 2001) and ﬂux determination through single NPCs in isolated NEs of Xenopus laevis oocytes (optical single transporter
recording, OSTR; Bradatsch et al., 2007; Keminer and Peters, 1999;
Kiskin et al., 2003) ﬂuorescence microscopy allowed for analysis
of passive permeability, facilitated the diffusion of nuclear transport receptors (NTRs) and the participation of the small GTPase
Ran in translocation cycles. Furthermore, nuclear transport has
been analyzed by ﬂuorescence microscopy in living cells by means
of microinjection (Dange et al., 2008) and genetic manipulation
(Timney et al., 2006). These studies revealed, that the NPC exhibits
a contradictory functional duality as it allows selective transport
of large cargo–NTR-complexes up to a size of ∼40 nm in diameter (Pante and Kann, 2002), but at the same time prevents the

Although the structure and function of the NPC have been intensively studied over the last years, the mechanism of selective gating
still remains unclear. Several models of translocation have been
proposed, trying to explain the remarkable features of the NPC in
terms of translocation speed and selectivity on a molecular level. As
a common feature, all these models imply that the gross structure
of the NPC is maintained and instead, transport is based on local
stochastic molecular interactions within the NPC. In this sense, all
current models of transport through the NPC can be brought into
one common framework, namely virtual gating. The expression
“virtual gating” was ﬁrst introduced by Rout et al., to characterize
the nature of a speciﬁc transport model, Brownian afﬁnity gating
(Rout et al., 2003). But in a more generalized perception, virtual
gating is an inherent feature of most of the representative transport models. This section brieﬂy summarizes some of the proposed
transport mechanisms.
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Brownian afﬁnity model
The Brownian afﬁnity model (Rout et al., 2003) assumes that ﬁlamentous FG-Nups prevent non-binding molecules from entering
the central channel by rigorous thermal motion. Molecules have
to pay an entropic price to move through the pore that increases
with their size and thereby lowers their probability of crossing the
channel. Interaction of transport receptors with FG-Nups increases
the probability of entering the channel and thus facilitates the
translocation step as long as binding is not too strong and is rapidly
reversible. The translocation itself occurs by Brownian motion.
Afﬁnity gradient model
According to the afﬁnity gradient model, NTR–cargo complexes
bind to FG repeats which are positioned to have progressively
increasing afﬁnity for the NTR along the central channel. This afﬁnity gradient is thought to promote migration towards the other end
of the NPC. Evidence for such a gradient came originally from quantitative analysis of the interaction between mammalian Kap␤1 and
a set of distinct Nups, which are asymmetrically distributed within
the NPC (Ben-Efraim and Gerace, 2001). Later, similar ﬁndings were
reported for the yeast NTR Kap95p (Pyhtila and Rexach, 2003).
Selective phase model
The selective phase model (Ribbeck and Gorlich, 2002) assumes
that FG repeat domains of Nups are connected by weak hydrophobic interactions and form a sieve-like meshwork occupying the
lumen of the central channel. This network is supposed to have
the properties of a hydrogel and to prevent the passage of inert
molecules that are larger than its pore size. Transport receptors
are thought to move through by locally dissolving or “melting” the
FG–FG interactions. In this context, it was shown that concentrated
solutions of recombinant FG-domains can form a hydrogel in vitro
(Frey et al., 2006) and display properties in terms of molecular
uptake that are partially reminiscent of the transport characteristics of the NPC (Frey and Gorlich, 2007).
Reduction of dimensionality (ROD)
Because of the high density of FG repeats with a mean distance
of 3–6 nm, the ROD model predicts that the FG domains yield one
coherent hydrophobic layer coating the wall of the transport channel and the surface of the ﬁlaments (Peters, 2005). Passive diffusion
is restricted by a loose network of peptide chains that only spare a
narrow central channel of 8–10 nm in diameter. Binding transport
complexes is brought about by multiple hydrophobic interactions
between FG motifs and binding spots on the NTRs, yielding a ﬁrm
attachment of NTRs and transport complexes to the FG layer but, at
the same time, granting a high mobility in the plane of the FG layer.
This scenario opens the possibility that bound transport receptors
move along the walls of the central channel in a two-dimensional
random walk instead of three dimensional Brownian motion. When
encountering a channel exit, the transport complexes are exposed
either to a high concentration of RanGTP (on the nuclear side) or
RanGAP (on the cytoplasmic side), which causes their release from
the FG layer and their disassembly.
Reversible FG domain collapse
As indicated by atomic force microscopy data, the peptide chains
of FG-repeats exhibit a polymer-brush-like conﬁguration when
tethered to a surface (Lim et al., 2006). By this means, they are
thought to form a large corona around the entrances of the NPC
which rejects non-binding molecules via entropic exclusion. In the
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presence of an interacting NTR, the FG domains collapse and draw
the transport complex into the transport channel (Lim et al., 2007).
In the transport channel, the transport complex undergoes cycles of
binding and unbinding until it reaches the transport channel exit.
Finally, interaction with RanGTP leads to complex release and the
FG-repeats return to their original conformation.
Forest model
Recently, it was reported that FG-domains can be classiﬁed into
two main categories (Yamada et al., 2010). FG domains with low
charge content adopt a globular collapsed coil conformation while
others are highly charged and prefer a dynamic, extended coil
conformation. The distribution of these two types of FG-domains
within single Nups featured a non-random, bimodal distribution.
For this reason, the authors suggested a topology of FG-domains
in the central channel, in which FG domains with sticky globular conformations are located at the tip of FG-Nups and conjoin to
deﬁne the properties of the most inner region of the central channel (central zone). These globular FG-Nups are connected to the
NPC scaffold via FG domains in a relaxed or extended conformation (stalk zone). This proposed arrangement features two separate
zones of trafﬁc with distinct physicochemical properties. The stalk
zone allows for translocation of NTRs alone or NTRs loaded with
small cargos. In this region transport is mediated by interaction of
NTRs with the extended coil FG-domains keeping the NTRs suspended in the conduit and adding ﬂuidity to the area. In contrast,
Kaps carrying large cargos, e.g. large mRNPs and ribosomes, have to
pass through the central zone because the diameter of the spared
region in the central zone can be expanded. This expansion might
be a direct consequence of NTR binding in the stalk zone, leading to
a collapse of the extended coil FG-domains and therefore retraction
of the globular FG-domains.
Interaction between FG-Nups and NTRs
It is generally accepted that translocation through the NPC
involves a large channel and an abundance of FG domains which
serve as interaction sites for NTRs and their cargo complexes. To
further elucidate the mechanism of transport on a molecular level
it is essential to shed more light on the arrangement of FG domains
and their interaction with NTRs. About one-third of Nups contain
so-called FG domains. Each of these domains consists of up to 50 FG
repeats, yielding together ∼190 FG domains with a total of ∼2700
FG motifs per NPC (Peters, 2009). FG repeats consist of hydrophobic
amino acid motifs such as FG, FXFG, or GLFG and hydrophilic linkers
of 5–50 amino acid residues. These domains display similarities to
natively unfolded or intrinsically unstructured proteins which are
highly ﬂexible and lack secondary structure in their native state
(Denning et al., 2003). In general, intrinsically disordered protein
domains, which are very common in eukaryotic proteins, undergo
structural transitions to folded forms upon binding of ligands (Fink,
2005). FG motifs serve as binding sites for NTRs and early studies
suggested a number of two or three distinct FG interaction sites
on NTRs like Kap␤1 and NTF2 (Bayliss et al., 1999; Chi and Adam,
1997). Molecular dynamics simulations, however, revealed that
NTRs may contain up to seven additional FG-binding sites (Isgro and
Schulten, 2005, 2007), implying that the surface of NTRs displays a
virtually coherent FG-binding stripe, instead of a few distinct binding sites. The binding afﬁnities of NTRs to FG domains have been
quantitated in several studies. It has been reported, that the binding strength of FG domains derived from several vertebrate Nups
for the NTR Kap␤1 is rather high with apparent kD values ranging
from 10 to 200 nM (Ben-Efraim and Gerace, 2001). Based on these
afﬁnities and the assumed localization of the particular FG domains
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within the NPC transport channel, the afﬁnity gradient model was
proposed involving an afﬁnity gradient that steeply increases from
the cytoplasmic to the nuclear side of the NPC transport channel.
The binding strength of NTRs for FG domains can be modulated
by other ligands. Thus, binding of an NLS protein to the NTR usually increases its binding strength for FG motifs, while binding of
RanGTP to importing NTRs, even at low RanGTP concentrations, virtually abolishes binding. Recently, the binding of NTRs to NPCs has
been quantitated by ﬂuorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS)
and single-molecule ﬂuorescence microscopy. In living neuroblastoma cells, NPCs or their immediate environments were found to
bind 104 Kap␤, 48 Kap␣, 43 Ran, and 6 NTF2 molecules per NPC
(Paradise et al., 2007). In mammalian permeabilized cells, individual NPCs were found to display two types of binding sites for
Kap␤1, one characterized by an effective kD value of 0.3 nM and a
maximum of 7 molecules bound per NPC, and the other by an effective kD value of 70 nM and a maximum of 110 molecules bound
per NPC (Tokunaga et al., 2008). But the latter values might represent a lower limit for binding capacity because of endogenous NTRs
which could not be removed completely in this kind of preparation.
And indeed, results obtained on isolated nuclei of yeast suggest an
even higher binding capacity for NTRs in single NPCs (Farr, 2009).
But as both, NTRs and FG domains have multiple binding sites the
reported kD values are not dissociation constants of single pairs
of FG motifs and NTR binding sites but the effective dissociation
constants of the overall association reaction. Since in such cases
the binding strength, also referred to as avidity, is the product, not
sum, of the individual dissociation constants, the single-pair dissociation constants may be indeed rather large. But in general, these
results indicate strong binding of NTRs to the NPC and high capacity
of binding sites at single NPCs. As the cytoplasmic concentrations of
NTRs, like mammalian Kap␤1 and yeast Kap95p, have been found
to be in the micromolar range (Paradise et al., 2007; Pyhtila and
Rexach, 2003), i.e. orders of magnitude above the effective kD values
of FG–NTR complexes (Ben-Efraim and Gerace, 2001; Pyhtila and
Rexach, 2003), it is likely that under physiological conditions the
NPC is saturated with NTRs. In such an arrangement NTRs cannot
be regarded as soluble interaction partners but instead, constituent
parts of the NPC. Indeed, this assumption is supported by the fact
that a simple device – an artiﬁcial nanotube coated with FG Nups
– displayed many of the features of nuclear transport (JovanovicTalisman et al., 2009). The ﬂux of ﬂuorescently labeled compounds
through the nanotubes was analyzed revealing that NTRs and their
cargo complexes were transported much faster than molecules of
similar size that do not bind to FG domains. Selectivity was solely
dependent on the diameter of the nanopores, the length of the FG
domain-coated part of the nanopores and the binding strength of
the FG–Kap pairs. Importantly, the NPC-like transport speciﬁcity
depended on the presence of NTRs. In the absence of NTRs, nonbinding molecules passed through the nanopores as fast as NTRs of
comparable size at rates expected from a hydrodynamic theory.

Lighting up the NPC by super resolution microscopy
A deeper understanding of the NPC requires detailed information on both its molecular structure and function. Classically, the
structure of the NPC has been analyzed by electron microscopy.
But the NPC has to be regarded as a highly dynamic structure
(Rabut et al., 2004) and several components of the nuclear pore
complex exhibit a rather low afﬁnity and are easily lost during
classical preparation procedures. In addition, recent results suggest
that transport factors cannot be regarded as transient interaction partners mainly present in the soluble phase, but instead
are indispensable components of the selectivity barrier. Therefore it is virtually impossible to study the intact nuclear pore

outside the living cell. Among the currently available methods
for the analysis of protein complexes in living cells, ﬂuorescence
microscopy appears to be the most promising candidate as it allows
for live cell imaging, molecular speciﬁcity, high time resolution
and spectral multiplexing, and at the same time can be regarded
as minimally invasive. However, an obvious shortcoming of conventional ﬂuorescence microscopy is spatial resolution. But recent
progress in the applicability of concepts, that overcome the classical resolution limit in light microscopy, has opened a highly
attractive perspective to analyze single protein complexes in living cells and tissues. The distribution of NPCs in the NE was ﬁrst
visualized by light microscopy on ﬁxed mammalian cells stained
with an antibody against an NPC component (Kubitscheck et al.,
1996). The resulting punctuate pattern was analyzed by a combination of confocal microscopy and image analysis. Although
the structure of single NPCs could not be resolved, their area
density (10 NPCs per m2 ) allowed for imaging single NPCs as
diffraction-limited spots. Several years later, scanning near-ﬁeld
optical microscopy was employed to study the distribution of NPCs
in isolated NEs of Xenopus laevis oocytes (Hoppener et al., 2005).
A lateral resolution of ∼50 nm was achieved and single NPCs were
resolved by scanning either the nuclear or cytoplasmic surface of
the NE under near-physiological conditions. As the NE of Xenopus
laevis oocytes display a much higher density of NPCs, with a mutual
distance of 120 nm, it is virtually impossible to resolve single NPCs
in these preparations by means of classical light microscopy. But
besides this near-ﬁeld approach, featuring a variety of intrinsic
limitations, much progress has been made in the last decade to
overcome the classical resolution limit using wide-ﬁeld microscopy
allowing for functional and structural analyses of the NPC with
nanometer resolution in unﬁxed cellular preparations and living
cells.
Single molecule ﬂuorescence microscopy
Single molecule microscopy has proven to be a powerful tool
in the analysis of single translocation events, as well as structural
features of single NPCs, with nanometer precision. Using a highly
sensitive microscope setup, single molecules can be resolved as
diffraction limited spots. The precision by which the center of these
spots can be localized depends on the FWHM of the PSF, the number
of collected photons, the background intensity, and the pixel size of
the detector (Thompson et al., 2002). Experimentally, localization
precisions of ∼1.5 nm (500-ms sampling time) and ∼10 nm (400 s
sampling time) have been achieved (Ma and Yang, 2010; Yildiz
et al., 2003). Employing single molecule ﬂuorescence microscopy
the translocation of single NTRs and transport complexes through
the NPC has been intensively analyzed. Binding of NTF2, a Ran speciﬁc NTR was studied in permeabilized HeLa cells constitutively
expressing the GFP-tagged Nup POM121 (Kubitscheck et al., 2005).
The dwell time distribution of single ﬂuorescently labeled NTF2 at
the NPC could be ﬁtted by a single-exponential function with a time
constant of 5.8 ± 0.2 ms, which was slightly decreased when NTF2
was loaded with its cognate substrate. Similar dwell times have
been reported for a ﬂuorescently labeled substrate (NLS-2xGFP)
in the presence of its cognate NTR in permeabilized cells (Yang
et al., 2004). This kind of analysis has been recently extended to living cells and upon microinjection of nanomolar concentrations of
labeled NTRs (Kap␤1, Kap␤2, Kap␣2) and a model substrate (BSANLS), the histograms of binding durations revealed dwell times at
the NPC ranging from 4 to 10 ms (Dange et al., 2008), values in
good agreement with estimates in the permeabilized preparations
mentioned above. On a ﬁrst view, these dwell times appear surprisingly low, as a single NPC is capable of transporting up to 1500
molecules per second (Siebrasse and Peters, 2002), but sequential
translocation of substrates with a dwell time from 5 to 10 ms would
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Fig. 2. 4Pi imaging of single NPCs. HeLa cells were labeled by immunoﬂuorescence using a primary antibody against the NPC protein Nup358 and an Alexa 488-labeled
secondary antibody. (A–C) 3D reconstruction of the distribution of NPCs in the nuclear envelope, derived from a series of axial optical sections by confocal (A) and 4Pi (B)
microscopy. The effect of side lobe removal by deconvolution is shown in C. (D–F) Single axial sections of a HeLa cell nucleus. (G–I) A detailed view of single NPCs showing
the increase in axial resolution obtained with 4Pi microscopy.
Taken from Hüve et al. (2008).

only allow for a maximal transport rate of 100–200 molecules per
second per NPC. Therefore it is the most likely scenario that the
NPC is capable of performing several translocations at the same
time which is in principle compatible with most of the translocation models discussed above. In addition, single molecule studies
have provided valuable insights into the spatial distribution of single Nups and interaction sites at the NPC. Single binding events
of an antibody directed against Nup358 could be localized in dual
color experiments with a maximum at a distance of 70 nm towards
the cytoplasmic face of the NPC relative to the center deﬁned by
the localization of POM121-GFP, a transmembrane protein anchoring the NPC in the NE (Kubitscheck et al., 2005). This result was
in perfect agreement with electron microscopy studies. Furthermore, binding sites of NTF2 at the NPC were analyzed in relation to
POM121-GFP. The results showed that binding occurred all along
the NPC axis, with a maximum slightly displaced to the cytoplasmic side of the NPC center, but not at the periphery of the NPC.
Similar results were obtained upon microinjection of ﬂuorescently
labeled molecules (Kap␤1, Kap␤2, Kap␣2 and BSA-NLS) into living cells (Dange et al., 2008). Binding of NTRs and cargo complexes
was observed only in the central region of the NPC and occurred
neither predominantly at the cytoplasmic nor at the nucleoplasmic ﬁlaments. For this reason, single molecule studies gave no

indication of a putative afﬁnity gradient along the NPC or a large
cloud of NTR binding sites surrounding the cytoplasmic entrance.
These observations were further substantiated by single molecule
experiments, in which bound cargo molecules were tracked during their dwell time (Yang et al., 2004). The reported trajectories
suggest that molecules perform a random walk in the central channel of the NPC before they exit either at the nucleo- or cytoplasmic
face. Therefore the NPC itself does not provide directionality and the
release site of bound molecules is determined by additional factors.
Recently, a three dimensional density map of transient interactions at the NPC has been constructed based on single molecule
experiments employing inclined illumination with a spatiotemporal resolution of 9 nm and 400 s (Ma and Yang, 2010). The
authors observed a gradual increase of interaction density from
both sides of the NPC towards the center of the NPC for both cargofree and cargo-loaded Kap␤1. The density was highest in the central
pore region but a central axial channel of 10–20 nm was seldom
occupied. Non-FG-interacting molecules instead are gradually barricaded on the cytoplasmic face and are further inhibited in the
central pore region. The authors concluded that the pathway for
facilitated translocation depends more on the localization of interaction sites for NTRs than on general NPC architecture. In addition to
protein transport, translocations of single endogenous ␤-actin RNA
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molecules labeled by yellow ﬂuorescent protein were analyzed by
dual color single molecule ﬂuorescence microscopy (Grunwald and
Singer, 2010). The reported data claim that major interaction sites
of mRNA complexes are located at the NPC surface rather than
within the central channel. This result might indicate that mechanistically the export of RNA differs substantially from translocation
of protein cargos.
4Pi microscopy
In 4Pi microscopy, a laser beam is split into two beams and
directed through two opposing objective lenses onto the object
(Hell and Stelzer, 1992). The wave fronts of the illuminating beams
are adjusted to constructively interfere in a common focus. This
yields an interference pattern, which essentially consists of a
main focal spot and two smaller side lobes. At optimal conditions,
the main peak of the PSF has a FWHM of 100 nm in the direction of the optical axis, and thus is 6–7-fold smaller than that
of a confocal PSF (Fig. 2). The localization precision of diffrac√
tion limited signals scales with ∼FWHM/ n with n being the
number of photons detected (Thompson et al., 2002), meaning
that improved optical resolution, at least in principle, provides
higher accuracy. Therefore 4Pi microscopy has been applied to ﬁxed
immune labeled cells to unravel the topography of the NPC by
means of 4Pi microscopy (Hüve et al., 2008). With an axial resolution of 110–130 nm and a dual color colocalization accuracy
of 5–10 nm, the distance between epitopes located at the tip of
the cytoplasmic ﬁlaments and at the ring of the nuclear basket
could be clearly resolved with an estimated distance of ∼150 nm.
In cells expressing a green ﬂuorescent protein construct localized
at the NPC center (POM121), the distances between the ring of the
nuclear ﬁlaments and the NPC center and the distance between the
NPC center and the tip of the cytoplasmic ﬁlaments were determined to be ∼90 and ∼85 nm respectively (Fig. 3). All these values
were in good agreement with previous electron or single-molecule
ﬂuorescence estimates. The latter study was performed on ﬁxed
specimens using glycerol immersion lenses but this kind of analysis
was subsequently extended to physiological conditions employing
water immersion lenses. This conﬁguration allowed for studying
binding of NTRs and transport complexes in intact NPCs in permeabilized cells by means of 4Pi microscopy (Kahms et al., 2009).
It was found that the direct binding sites of the GTPase Ran had
a maximum at approximately 30 nm towards the cytoplasm with
regard to the NPC center, whereas in the presence of its cognate
NTR NTF2, a redistribution of Ran could be observed with binding sites shifted by approximately 20 nm towards the NPC center.
This shift could be only clearly resolved by 4Pi microscopy because
of a two to threefold improved localization precision as compared
with single-molecule microscopy. Binding site distributions of the
NTR Kap␤1 and a Kap␤1-based transport complex also revealed
maxima slightly displaced to the cytoplasmic side of the NPC by
approximately 10 nm. In accordance with single molecule studies,
these observations support transport models in which NTR binding
sites are distributed all along the transport channel.
Conclusions and perspectives
Transport through the NPC involves translocation of a multitude
of substrates. Remarkably, translocation seems to be massively parallel, bidirectional, selective and fast. Paradoxically, the speed of
the translocation process is enhanced for molecules which are able
to interact with the NPC compared to non-interacting molecules.
Obviously, no motor proteins or NTPases are directly involved
in the translocation process and furthermore, no conformational
changes have been reported in conjunction with the translocation

Fig. 3. Distance between molecular sites in single NPCs as determined by two-color
localization 4Pi microscopy. (A) Sketch of the NPC indicating the positions of the sites
that were ﬂuorescently labeled: an epitope on Nup358 at the tips of the cytoplasmic
ﬁlaments, a site at the center of the NPC (GFP construct of POM121), and an epitope
on Tpr localized at the ring of the nuclear basket. (B) Distances measured in single
NPCs of NRK cells between the Tpr epitope and Pom121-GFP and between Pom121GFP and the Nup358 epitope.
Adapted from Hüve et al. (2008).

process. To account for this mystery, several models have been
proposed, trying to translate the macroscopic features of the NPC
into nanoscopic molecular organization. But recent results make it
necessary to reconsider the translocation mechanism. First, NTRs
have a high afﬁnity towards FG-domains of the NPC. In combination
with a high abundance of NTRs in a single cell and a high abundance of FG-domains within the NPC, they should be considered as
genuine constituents of the NPC, saturating the NPC under physiological conditions. Second, super-resolution microscopy revealed
binding sites for NTRs throughout the central framework with a
lack of prominent binding sites at the periphery of the NPC. Third,
cargos appear to move randomly within the central channel before
they enter either side of the NPC, without directionality provided
by the NPC itself. Fourth, data on nanopores with NPC-like transport selectivity suggest, that rejection of non-binding molecules
was not brought about by the FG coat alone but required both
FG coat and NTRs. Taken together, these data suggest, that the
FG-domains coating the wall of the transport channel and eventually parts of the surface of the ﬁlaments, are saturated with
NTRs. In this scenario, as originally proposed in the ROD model
(Peters, 2005), the FG domains provide a semi-ﬂuid, adaptable
layer coating the channel wall and the surface of the ﬁlaments
and thus ﬁll in any roughness of the NPC scaffold, providing a
smooth interface for adhering NTRs. NTRs bound to the channel
wall deﬁne the permeability barrier and, unlike proposed in several transport models, the FG domains do not participate directly
in the rejection of non-FG-binding molecules (Peters, 2009). This
model is further supported by the ﬁnding that the interaction
density of NTRs gradually increases from both sides towards the
NPC center but spares an axial channel of ∼20 nm, excluding the
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existence of a single entropic barrier or the formation of a hydrogel meshwork. But to conﬁrm this hypothesis it is indispensable to
further elucidate the nanoscopic arrangement of FG domains and
the distribution of NTRs in the central channel of the NPC in living cells. Fluorescence microscopy, classically limited in resolution
to ∼200 nm, has recently approached the nanometer domain providing the analytical power to light up the NPC with nanometer
precision. Single molecule analyses, though still diffraction limited, yielded valuable insights concerning translocation of single
transport complexes through the NPC with 9–30 nm precision at
0.4–5 ms time resolution. But there is still room to enhance both
localization precision and time resolution, by improved instrumentation, brighter probes (Lowe et al., 2010) or a sophisticated
alignment procedure in dual color experiments (Grunwald and
Singer, 2010). In combination with photoswitchable ﬂuorophores
(PALM, photoactivated-localization microscopy; Betzig et al., 2006;
Hess et al., 2009) and tracking techniques for three dimensions
(Mlodzianoski et al., 2009), single molecule techniques have a high
potential to further decipher the mechanism of nucleo-cytoplasmic
transport. In contrast, a true increase in resolution is provided by 4Pi
microscopy and structured illumination microscopy (SIM) and both
techniques have been employed to unravel the topography of single
NPCs (Hüve et al., 2008; Schermelleh et al., 2008). However, in 4Pi
microscopy and SIM, gain in resolution is limited to ∼100 nm and
therefore both techniques, at least in their current implementation,
lack the analytical power to shed light on the molecular arrangement within the central channel of the NPC. It has been reported,
that SIM in combination with nonlinearity provided by excited state
saturation of ﬂuorophores theoretically provides unlimited resolution (Gustafsson, 2005). But the applicability of this technique in
living cells has yet to be tested. One of the most promising candidates for the optical analysis of single protein complexes like
the NPC is stimulated emission depletion (STED) microscopy. In
STED microscopy, a diffraction limited laser beam is employed to
excite ﬂuorescence in a spot of the specimen. A red-shifted doughnut shaped “STED beam” is used to quench the ﬂuorophores during
the few nanoseconds they remain in their excited state by means
of stimulated emission. The size of the doughnut and the relative
position are adjusted such that the edges of the spot excited by the
ﬁrst laser pulse are depleted. As the optically induced transition to
the ground state is saturable, the excitation spot can be trimmed
down to dimensions, solely depending on the intensity of the “STED
beam” providing theoretically unlimited resolution. Using STEDmicroscopy on ﬁxed specimens a true optical resolution down to
∼20 nm in a single optical plane (Donnert et al., 2006) or, employing
a different optical conﬁguration, an isotropic resolution of ∼40 nm
(Schmidt et al., 2008) has been reported, and even in living cells,
a resolution of <50 nm is feasible (Hein et al., 2008). In combination with two-color STED (Schmidt et al., 2008), this methodology
can be regarded as a valuable tool to study the arrangement of FG
domains and binding site distribution of NTRs in the central channel of the NPC, lightning further up the molecular basis for this
intriguing gating mechanism.
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